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National Waffle Week is celebrated on the first full week of September, and the treats prove that design can make mealtime that much sweeter. The word waffle, comes from the Dutch “wafel,” and that comes from Middle Dutch “wafele” which stretches as far back as the thirteenth century. Before that, the French called it “walfre” in 1185 from the Frankish “wafla” which meant “honeycomb” or “cake”. No matter what you call it, no one can deny its deliciousness.
Today is International Literacy Day!

• International Literacy Day takes place on September 8 every year. This is to help raise awareness, and concern for literacy problems that exist within our own local communities as well as globally. International Literacy Day was founded by proclamation of The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, or UNESCO, in 1966 “to remind the public of the importance of literacy as a matter of dignity and human rights.” International Literacy Day brings ownership of the challenges of illiteracy back home to local communities where literacy begins, one person at a time.
TODAY THE HIGH WILL BE: 84 WITH A CHANCE OF SCATTERED THUNDERSTORMS
WHAT’S FOR LUNCH TODAY?

• IT’S A SURPRISE!!!!
You can LEARN something new EVERYDAY if you LISTEN.